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SECTION.A
Q1. Answer the following question

(1x10 =10)

(a) what are tho site for DNA replication and other special
ized enzymatic Reactions in prokary,tes?
(b) which proteins in outer membrane of mitochondria make it permeabre?
(c) How fetal haemoglobin is different from adult haemoglobin?
(d) Which is the most abundant protein in mammals required
for holding cells together?
(e) What are the common reagents used for N-terminal analysis
in Edman degradation method of
protein sequencing?
(f) The disulfide bonds in the protein are broken by reduction
lvith which reagents?
(C) What was the key component of Induced fit
model?
(h) Succinate dehydrogenase uses succinate as its substrate and is
compctitively inhibited by which
molecule?
(i) which fype of inhibitor binds reversibly at a site other than
the active site and leads to a decrease in
catalytic activity?
(j) What is Km?
Q2. Answer the following question
(a) Why allosteric enzymes show sigmoidal curve?
(b) What are the four arm of t RNA.
(c) How oH affects enzyme activify.
(d) What are glycoproteins.
(e) What are Ribozymes.

(2x5 =10)

SECTION-B

Answer the following question

(15x4 =60)

3. Give an account of structure of t RllA, RNA and r RNA.
OR
what are supra morecurar assemblies. Exprain with the herp of suitabre exampre?
Q 4. Describe the mechanism of protein folding.
OR
Derive Michaelis-Menten equation for enzyme kinetic study?
Q 5. Differentiate between Competitive and non-competitive with suitable
examples?
OR
what are different methods used for immobilization of cnzvmes?
Q 6. Explain regulation of enryme activify and feedback
-"chanism.
OR
what are coenzymes. Discuss role of coenzymes in the catarytic activity
of enzymes.
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